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PREFATORY NOTE
It is hoped that this work may be slightly suggestive in the
clearer realization of a philosophy of education for Teachers Colleges. Their vocational slant, their close identity with the common
schools of the state, their pragmatic viewpoint, their obligation to
tran,late the changes in society into functional realities in the public schools of the nation, their insistence upon taking what culture
is needed for teacher preparation from the classical aloofness and
medieval traditions of the colleges and universities and democratizing and vocationalizing it, their leadership in education legislation,
their close touch with teachers in service, the ease with which they
accomplish changes in method and curricula: these factors give
the State Teachers Colleges their distinctive nature. All of these
characteristics are exemplified in the story of the Illinois State
Normal University, and many of them are in a large measure due
to its influence.
It is desired that this account shall be free from the mellowness
and exaggerated praise which often makes such histories so decidedly unhistorical. This is an attempt to offer a case study of
the development of the Teachers College movement in America.
That the author believes that this institution has made a large contribut ion is apparent, yet a real effort has been made to keep a
sense of proportion.
This institution was founded when the Normal School movement
was young and unformed in America. That the Normal School of
the lVIiddle-West gave a certain largeness and an assertive aggressiveness to the movement is undeniable. That it was instrumental
in making education a profession and inducing its recognition as
a separate department or college in the American university is less
clearly recognized.
The Illinois State Normal University was the first to be established in the Mississippi Valley and for a generation was the most
important institution of higher learning in the State. Not being
oversh.adowed by an older and well established state university and
being founded on the crest of a wave of great expansion and progress in the State, it was in a position to attempt great things. It
was started under the hopeful and expectant eyes of an awakened
people who, perhaps, were more optimistic in regard to what public
education might do for all the people than has been the case in any
other large group of people with the possible exception of Germany
at the close of the Napoleonic period or France in the new world
of 1793. Not as in Massachusetts was this Normal School humble
in its origin, established under protest, and allowed to exist only
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out of charitable sentiment. In Illinois in contrast to Massachusetts, the Normal school was not a plebian thing, an upper class
gesture of philanthropy to the poor and ignorant, being almost a
misnomer to speak of it as an educational institution; but was a
beacon of progress set up as the state's proud recognition of the
exalted place of education in a democracy.
With a place of dignity and prestige from the beginning, the
Illinois State Normal University shouldered its responsibilities. It
was anxious to justify the faith of the people of the state. It was
facing a task and its leaders desired all the light to be r.ad on their
problems. The problems however - were ever uppermost in their
minds. Ideas, theories, and experiences were tested in the crucible
of the state's common schools. Leadership was expected to come
from the Normal in all educational matters. Its president and
faculty were looked to as authorities. Their responsibility, sense
of importance and self worth, made them alert to get new ideas in
education, and prone to look on them with practical eyes when they
were tried. By 1870 the Normal University was probably the largest and most respected in America. Its practices were orthodox
throughout the West. It was in this period that Illinois State N ormal University became the mother of western normals. Its president, Richard Edwards, was the first normal school president in
America. Its proud position in the State was an inspiration and a
challenge to the eastern normals. Its resistance to fad and craze
gained for it the respect of the conservatives. It had arrived!
This was its first period of ~reatness. Yet, as self-satisfied and
crystalized as it was, there were two powerful nuclei for expansion
and conquest. First there was the fact that it had traditions, aspirations, and certain traits of a college for teachers; moreover,
it was very self-conscious of these characteristics. In the second
place it discovered Germany. It had long turned out young men
who felt that there was, or should be much more, deep and satisfying, to learn about the science of education. These young men,
fill ed with a crusading zeal for advanced work in education and demanding that education be applicable to the problems of the common schools, at length struck a trail.
The two decades between 1890 and 1910 were in many ways the
most significant in the whole history of education in the United
States. In this period education became recognized by our universities as coordinate in importance with law, medicine, and engineering. But far more important than this, there came to the classroom
elementary teacher the consciousness that science and philosophy
were at work with her and for her. The practical teacher was gi ven
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for the first time some ideas and ideals which dignified and professionalized her work. The Herbartian movement really got into
American education. It jerked up educational practice very close
to the firing line of educational leadership. It focussed in a clear
light the fundamentals of all educational progress since; namely,
a child to be educated, subject matter to be curricularized, a philosophy of education to control the whole business. The important
point is that the Herbartians jerked up educational theory and practice, and not that there was a tendency to nail it down at that level.
The modern educator sometimes fails to see that the formalism and
over-emphasis on techique which he so much deplores in the Herbartian Movement is merely indicative of the fact that it actually
got to the rank and file of teachers.
The American Herbartian Movement was distinctly a contributio of the Illinois State Normal University. It was more De
Garmo, the McMurrys and Van Liew than it was Herbart, Ziller
and Rein. We find that the practical, serious facing of educational
problems, the almost pathetic confidence in the efficacy of the common schools to remedy society's ills. the idea that teaching requires
great skill, and that professionalized subject matter has an elaborate
technique; these ideas constitute the background of Herbartian success in America. These came from Normal, Illinois. J ena added
a prestige and a vocabulary. To understand the Herbartian contribution, it is necessary to understand the Illinois State Normal
University in the late nineties. This is perhaps the best excuse for
this history.
I believe that the teachers college idea owes a great debt to the
Illinois State Normal University. It is of little importance to ascertain what institution first offered four year curricula or which
was first empowered to confer degrees. The real issue of the teachers college was fought out on the question of preparing high-school
teachers. The enemy was the growing power of the state universities. The fight was direct, bitter and relentless. Most of the
advantage was with the state universities. It was to a certain degree the prestige of the Illinois State Normal University, h~r long
history of educational leadership in her own state, the national reputation of her former presidents, Edwards and Cook, the fact that
she had always held herself to be the head of the State educational
system and had held as her prerogative the preparation of any and
all kinds of teachers needed by our common schools, the fact that
"Old Normal" was "orthodox" for normal schools of the great West,
and most of all the aggressive combative nature of her great president, David Felmley, which placed the Illinois State Normal Uni-
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versity at a crucial position in the success or failure of the general
movement.
Another phase of the same movement is found in the keeping
of the newly developed teachers colleges true to the normal school
ideals and the avoidance of aping the L. A. and S. colleges. Here
again Illinois State Normal University was a leader if not the leader.
The determining cause was the pragmatic viewpoint of President
Felmley and his stubborn individualism.
These are the high spots in the history of the Illinois State Normal University at Normal. The rest is merely to fill in the pattern, to give perspective, to illustrate the typical rather than the
exceptional.

